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Sunday, October 3, 2004 - SOME LARGE ISLANDS OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE:
at 2: 30 pm

at ElImmuelCollege
75 Queen1 s Park Cres. East

MADAGASCAR, NEW ZEALAND, SOUTH GEORGIA
an illustrated talk by Peter Money, retired
geologist and enthusiastic amateur naturalist
and nature photographer (and TFN member!).

- This will be an introduction to nature in
Madagascar (Indian Ocean), New Zealand (southern
Pacific) and South Georgia (Southern Ocean),
including the lemurs and chameleons of Madagascar,
birds and alpine flowers of New Zealand, and
penguins and albatross of South Georgia, and more.

+ a "social hour" with free coffee and juice at
2 pm

+ an opportunity to purchase TFN memberships and
publications.

VISITORS WELCOME!
Bring a friend.

;,;{T MEETING: Sunday, November 7, 2004

NEXT NEWSLETTER: November (to be mailed in mid-October)

IT'S YOUR NEWSLETTER
Requested: Essays (no longer than 500 words), reviews (no longer than 300 words),
poems, cartoons, sketches and newspaper clippings.

SUbjects: plants, animals and natural areas in the Toronto region, especially reports
of personal experiences with wildlife, including locations, dates, and any sources
consulted.

Please include your name, address and telephone number so submissions can be
acknowledged. With newspaper clippings, include source and date of each clipping.

Time dated material such as notices of meetings should be submitted at least six
weeks before the month in which the event is to take place.

Send material to: Toronto Field Naturalists
2 Carlton St., #1519
Toronto, Ont. M5B 113

Editor: Helen Juhola
Poetry, Art and Nature Observations: Diana Banville
Assistants: Patricia Brind, Eva Davis, Karin Fawthrop, Nancy Fredenburg,

Toshi Oikawa, 'Marilynn Murphy, Robin Powell
Printer: DM Printing
Mailer: Perkins Hailing Services
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TFN OUTINGS
REMEl\-lBER: Children and visitors are welcome on all outings but please, NO PETS!
To get to outings on time, check TIC routes and schedules by calling 416-393-4636.
Check the weather by calling 416-661-0123 so you will know what to wear on outings
which go rain or shine.

Saturday
October 2
10:30 am

October 3

Thursday
Oct. 7
10 am

Sunday
October 10
2 pm

Wednesday
Oct. 13
10:30 am

Saturday
October 16
10: 30 am

Sunday
Oct. 17
1:30 pm

Wednesday
Oct. 20
10 am

ST. LAWRENCE MAR~ET - nature arts
Leader: Ann Byzko
Meet at the southwest corner of King St. East and J~rvis St.
Bringwhat you need for r:l!otogratby,Sketchingor paintingand anythingyou
wish to shew the group when we ccrrpareour rrorningISwork after Lunch,

TFN MEETING

WILKET CREEK - trees
Leader: TornAtkinson
Meet at the southwest corner of Leslie St. and Lawrence Ave. East.
Morningonly.

BELTLINE - nature Wclik
Leader: Ed Freeman
Meet at the Eglinton West subway station.
'!hisis a jointwalk with TorontoTrails Festival.

ROUGE VALLEY - naturewalk
Leader: Phoebe Cleverley
Meet at the Pearse House (on the east side of Meadowvale Rd.
north of Sheppard Ave. East).
Bring luncham bincculars.

EASTERN BEACHES - naturewalk
Leader: Boris Mather
Meet at the southwest corner of Coxwell Ave. and Lake Shore
Blvd. East.
Br:inglunch and binoculars.

CASTLE FRANK BROOK - rresrortial.walk
Leaders: Dick Watts, Peter Hare & others
Meet at the Heath St. entrance to the St. Clair West subway
station.
'!hisis a jointouting with the NorthTorontoGreen Camunity.

HUMBER VALLEY - heritagewalk (SO years sinceHurricaneHazel)
Leader: Madeleine McDowell
Meet at the Old Mill subway station. Morning only.
Bring a snack.



OCTOBEROUTINGS (cont'd)

Saturday
Oct. 23
2 pm

Thursday
Oct. 28
10: 30 am

Sunday
Oct. 31
10:30 am

URBANGARDENS - heritage walk
Leader: Walter Lindstone
Meet at the Sherbourne subway station (east side of Sherbourne
St. just south of Bloor St. East).
'Ihls is a joint outing with Evergreen.

EAST POINT '- nature walk
Leader: Boris Mather
Meet at the south end of Morningside Ave. (at Guildwood Parkway).
Bring lunch and binoculars.

GERMANMILLS PARK - nature walk
Leader: Theresa Moore
Meet at the northeast corner of Steeles Ave. East and Leslie St.
Bring a snack. This a joint outing with Evergreen. 0

Horned Owl
in Birch Tree.
Leslie St. Spit.
Dec. 27, 2003.



PRESIDENT'S REPORT
In a previous newsletter, I wrote about a proposal by the Oakdale Golf
and Country Club to extract groundwater from Downsv i.ew Dells Park (to the
east) and pipe it more than a kilometre west to the gulf course.
This water will be used for their greensand fairways. The golf club has
been using water from Black Creek but it was too little and too polluted.
So far, three test wells have been drilled in Down sv i.ew Dells Park. There 1 s
been no wo rd whether sufficient water has been found in any other wells.
I wrote to the Chair of the Watershed Management Advisory Board of the
Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) to express our concerns about
this proposed water taking. I felt that TRCA had been too accommodating
in granting the drilling of the test wells. I was more concerned about
the policy issue of a private organization using a natural resource of a
public park for their eventual profit. I must have hit a nerve, for the
chairman of TRCA himself wrote back. His response didn't address the
policy issue that I raised. Downsview Dells Park is not an isolated case.
TRCA has approximately 105 golf courses in its jurisdiction, 44 of which
are using groundwater. More golf courses are being planned. Since then
TRCA appears to have come to recognize the need for
greater public input for the water management at the golf courses in

its jurisdiction.
One of our members recently alerted us to signs at the golf course that
appeared to indicat~' it was to be sold for housing. I visited the site
and found a single large sign facing Highway 400 that announced the
location a new residentialdevelopnent,OakdaleVillage.I hope this indicates that
the groundwater extraction in Downsview Dells Park is now a dead issue.

Robin Powell o

t-t" \ V 'L~.N "0
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KEEPINGIN TOUCH
August 2004

I was very interested in Bill Emmerson's article on the Great Carpenter
Bee [Sept 2004 issue]. For the past two years I have had just such a
creature boring holes in the roof structure of my porch. One board last
year had 4 perfectly round holes.

As I was having some work done on my porch I had the board removed. This
year I found a similar hole in another board and again saw the creature
going in and disappearing.

Last year my son sprayed the holes and plugged them with "wood-fill" ~ This
year I have d~ne nothing so far.

I realized that the insect was larger than a bee or wasp but I could not
identify it. I have not seen the bee again so maybe it has gone elsewhere
or maybe it's laying its eggs inside the board.

Doris Tatay
Comment: According to various field guides, the common carpenter bee

constructs tunnel-like nests in softwood lumber and sound
deadwood of trees. The female chews a tunnel as deep as a
foot where she lays her eggs in cells provided with pollen
and nectar. Adults emerge in late summer. H.J. o

... Our attention hypnotized by a host of human-made technologies that only reflect us
back to ourselves, it is all too easy for us to forget. .. our bodies have formed themselves
in delicate reciprocity with the manifold textures, sounds, and shapes of an animate
earth-our eyes have evolved in subtle interaction with other eyes, our ears are attuned
by their very structure to the howling of wolves and the honking of geese. To shut
ourselves off from these other voices, to continue by our lifestyles to condemn these
other sensibilities to the oblivion of extinction, is to rob our own senses of their integrity,
and to rob our minds of their coherence. We are human only in contact, and conviviality,
with what is not human.

Abrams, David (1996). The Spell of the Sensuous: Perception and Language in the More-
than-Human World. Pantheon Books, New York, p. 22. (available from the Toronto
Public Library)

THIS MONTH'S COVER
"London Plane" drawn by Mary Anne 1'1iller,Au q'ust 6, 2002
~ one of the trees of r·1ount Pleasant Cemetery
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REMEMBERING PATRICIA BRIND

Pcttricia Brind, TFN member since 1991,
passed away peacefully at St. Michael's
Hospital August 14, 2004. Despite
faj.ling health, Patricia made a tre-
mendous contribution to our newsletter
since September 1999 as a dependable
and hard-working typist. By regularly
spreading the word about the TFN when
pursuing her many other interests,
she brought us a rrumber of new members.
Patricia will De sadly missed by
everyone on the editorial committee
2nd by her many other TFN friends.

The Editorial Committee

\

I'-

"Patricia"
fron photos

"WILD GERANIUM"

Favourite subject at
Montgomery Inn,
Mimico Creek

at Nature Arts Outing
June 7, 2003
was this native
wildflower.

This field drawing
was D. Andrew Hhite's
version.

o
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PROJECTS
IHLDFLOWERS IN BLOOM
More than 90 species of wildflowers have been reported as still
blooming in October. It is well into the aster-goldenrod season: the
most noticeable as~ers are the heart-leaved~New England, heath, calico
and panicled asters. Of the goldenrods, the zig-zag is king though
Canada, wreath and grass-leaved have many dates reported as well. Please
continue to report late fall wildflowers using the star-symbol for those
still in bloom.

Diana Banville

"TANSY-LOOK-ALIKE"

an Asian (near-East)
species of rayless

YARROW

(site drawing at the
Cassels o ac d e n i Aug., 1989
by Diana Banville)

Nothing touches our inner circuits quite like the seasons. The
rolling months and the changes they bring in our surroundings signify
time passing, connote the flow of things. Whether melancholy or
good cheer, fear of time flying or joy in renewal, the feelings
brought on by seasons must infect almost everyone.
franWINTERGREEN: RAMBLES IN A RAVAGED lANDby R.M. Pyle,Charles Scril::ner's Sons,

N.Y., 1986

o



FOR READING
This is the second in our field guides series.

The following are my favourite field guides for local birds. Whichever I may be carrying on a
given day, however, I sometimes consult several others later at home to glean different details.

TIrE SIBLEY FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA by David AJJen
Sibley, Alfred A. Knopf, 2003

This is now my preferred guide in the field. There are several depictions of each species,
with concise comments pointing out field marks. Alongside the pictures are good maps and
useful information including habitat, song, length, wingspan and weight. This book is much more
portable than the original Sibley guide which covered all of North America.

EASTERN BIRDS by Roger Tory Peterson, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1980
The old favourite is my now dog-eared copy, still used as one of many secondary

references at home. The updated 2002 edition now has small range maps alongside the
description and pictures, with the larger scale maps still at the back

EASTERN BIRDS by James Coe, Golden Press, 1994
This beautifully illustrated guide is my choice for minimal weight and includes most birds

normally seen in our area. The compromise for smaller size though, means fewer pictures of each
species and some species omitted.

A FIELD GUIDE TO WARBLERS OF NORTH AMERICA by Jon Dunn & Kimball Garrett,
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1997

This guide, part of the Peterson series, is a wonderful resource, particularly during warbler
migration. Its colour plates show each species in many plumages and two helpful plates compare
undertail patterns, the view we so often have. There is also a wealth of infonnation on each
species, including behaviour, habitat and detailed comparison with similar species.

SPARROWS & FINCHES OF THE GREAT LAKES REGION & EASTERN NORTH
AMERICA by Chris G. Earley, Firefly Books, 2003

This very portable book devotes 2 pages to each species and features maps showing the
bird's entire migration range in North, Central and South America. Although generally I prefer
guides featuring paintings, this one contains several good photographs of each species as well as
useful details not found in most guides. It is part of a series which so far includes one on warblers
and another on hawks and owls.

Do you have any favourites you would like to tell the club about?

Marilynn Murphy

RECENTLY PUBLISHED:

A GUIDE TO THE GEOLOGY AND LANDFORMS OF GREY & BRUCE COUNTIES, by The Bruce
~rey Geology Committee, The Owen Sound Field Naturalists, 2004; $25.00.
Copies will be available for sale at TFN October meeting or can be ordered
from Bruce-Grey Plant Committee c/o The Owen Sound Field Naturalists, Box
401, Owen Sound, On N4K 5P7. Add $3.00 for postage.

TORONTO ROCKS: THE GEOLOGICAL LEGACY OF THE TORONTO REGION by Nick Eyles,
Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 2004; $12.95
Copies are available at bookstores. Same booklet format as previous
edition, but with some additions and an index. 0
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individual
flowers

FLOWERINGBRANCH
OF HORSECHESTNUT

High Park
June 5, 2004

(field drawings
by D. Andrew White
on TFN Nature
outing)
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SERENDIPITIES

These come to all who seek out nature, unexpected and unforgettable delights.

One of mine is an occasion when my sons and I were canoeing through Killarney
Provincial Park. We had settled on a rocky ledge one night, and after breakfast next day
lay back to digest our porridge before tackling the pan-cleaning, tent-folding chores of
further travel. Opening one eye I observed a chipmunk sidling into view. She looked us
over and decided that the porridge pot was far more interesting, indeed she was up the
side and down into its interior in seconds, from which we could all watch her bushy tail
to-ing and fro-ing. This industry continued for several minutes, after which she emerged
triumphant, her whiskers greasy with oatmeal, a bonanza beginning to her day; looked us
over, found us as uninteresting as ever, and scuttled off. I had managed a shot of her
inside the pot which I captioned (brilliantly!): "So glad you could drop in!"

Another memorable occasion was the evening I cycled past the site of a new Scarborough
hospital. The bulldozing had left only a grouping of tall, straggling old trees. It hasl been
a bad tent caterpillar year and from the withered branches, great silken caterpillar nets
hung down to the ground. At the moment I arrived the countless threads were alive with
hundreds of caterpillars, writhing under and over each other in a frantic imperative to
reach the soil and disperse. The setting sun turned the silver threads a deep rose, and the
sight of such fecund, soundless activity was both beautiful and repellent. I had stumbled
upon one of nature's silent migrations and been vouchsafed a glimpse of her mysteries.

A further serendipitous sighting took place in Wigmore Ravine, in its old, discarded
apple orchard near the Don: a massing of blue jays for their autumnal flight. This
operation was a lengthy, disorderly affair, with none of the magnificent military precision
displayed by Canada geese. Changing places, rarely settling, it was hard to tell what
ground-plan they had, much less who was in charge. If this was an attempt at
organization, it took the next couple of hours, during which their blue jay cry became a
cosmic shriek. But their beauty was undeniable. All that blue!'

Never to be forgotten was the occasion I wandered into the wild and neglected garden of
an old Toronto home up for sale. As I loitered, I observed a groundhog emerge from
beneath a fallen door. He was ancient, gnarled, arthritic, and he immediately froze. Not
at the sight of me. At the sight of an intruder on his territory: another groundhog, his
back to us, a young, bushy stripling serenely contemplating his world. If an animal can be
said to do a 'double-take', the elderly groundhog did just that. He bared yellow teeth,
drew in his breath, and propelled himself, a horizontal missile, at the unsuspecting
innocent, knocking him flat. When the youngster realized what had hit him, he rallied
admirably, and the next five minutes were rife with grunts, wallops, squeals, and much
scattered fur. Finally the intruder had had enough and ran off making piteous,
whimpering noises. The triumphant elder metaphorically dusted off his paws and
hobbled back to "his" door (he would be one sore groundhog that night). En route he cast

. me a totally dismissive glance and disappeared. t'>
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SERENDIPITIES (cont'd)

Then there was my first sighting of a black bear. (Years later I encountered a mother and
cubs, but I've already recorded that experience.) I was in a sandy wilderness area of
Emsdale, near a stretch of water with white-tailed deer browsing on the opposite shore. I
was blueberrying. Then I sighted this young bear not too far away. He, too, was
blueberrying and he too sighted me. This put a stop to both our activities and then he
went into his bear assessment-mode. A glance to one side, then back at me, a glance to
the other, then back again. This went on for a while, and I understand it has something to
do with a bear's visual alignment: "Am I seeing what I think I'm seeing?" He was, and
he didn't like it one bit. In a split second he had disappeared. (Fortunately.) Had I been a
hunter, I would have shot him, though how any human animal gets satisfaction out of
shooting any other animal defeats me. Much more exciting to be admitted to intimate
glimpses of their lives.

I could go on, but so could others, so let's hear from other members on their treasured
sightings.

Eva Davis

Black walnut branchlet
with ca tkins
by D. Andrew White

Mimico Creek
at Montgomery Inn
June 7, 2003

(Andrew was our leader
that day and showed us not
only these male flowers
but also the inconspicuous
female flowers of these
native t rees ,)

o
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LYME DISEASE ALERT

I'm going to take Lyme disease a lot more seriously from now on.

Field naturalists have heard warnings about Lyme disease for 15 or 20 years now.
The causal organism is Borrelia burgdorferi which is transmitted to humans by the
bite of a deer tick (blacklegged tick; Ixodes scapularis). The disease has a wide
range of serious symptoms that can include heart and/or neurological problems, and
arthritis. Most patients do not recall being bitten, nor do they find the tick at the time
of the bite. The blacklegged tick needs a meal of mammalian blood at the larval
(pinhead-sized), nymph (I mm), and adult (2 nun) stages. If the tick is infected, it
transmits the infection at the time of the bite. Ticks are found in grassy and bushy
areas. In the bush, to guard against tick bites, you should wear a hat, long-sleeved
shirt, and long pants with the pant legs tucked into socks and taped. Apply an insect
repel1ent (20-30% DEET) to clothing and skin. Before going indoors, brush off your
clothing, and once inside, remove all clothing, check for ticks, and wash the clothes
right away.

A surveillance program for blacklegged ticks that has been carried out by the Lyme
Disease Association of Ontario since the mid-1980s, shows that an increasing
number of ticks are now infected with B. burgdorferi especially since 1999.
Infected ticks have been found in the Ottawa and Kingston areas, Rondeau
Provincial Park, Point Pelee National Park, and Long Point, among other areas.

If you do find an attached tick, remove it promptly as there is then less chance of
infection. Using fine-point tweezers, grasp the tick where its mouthparts enter the
skin and tug gently, until the tick releases its hold by withdrawing its barbed
mouthparts from the skin. Be patient-proper tick removal will take time. Then wipe
the bite area with antiseptic, such as alcohol, or wash with soap. Save the tick in a
jar and take to a City or Provincial lab, or to your doctor, to be identified.

Diagnosis of Lyme disease is difficult. A circular red rash can develop around the
bite early in the disease, but is present only 50% of the time. At present, some tests
for Lyme disease are not reliable. The symptoms develop slowly over a period of
years, and can be difficult to differentiate from other conditions that give similar
symptoms. Once diagnosed, the disease is treatable .

. My niece, who does canoe trips and hikes in Ontario, started showing neurological
symptoms over 3 years ago. After many doctors' appointments and tests while her
condition continued to deteriorate, and incurable neurological diseases were
considered, she finally had the more accurate test for Lyme disease, and was found
to have the disease. And I now realize that Lyme disease needs to be taken seriously
by people who spend time in the outdoors.

an article by Pearl Peterkin in TRAIL AND LANDSCAPE (Ottawa), VOl. 38, No.3,
July-Sept. 2004 o
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IN THE NEWS
RINGING THE CHANGES
Until recently, migratory journeys of small birds were traced using a
technology developed more than 300 years ago: bird-ringing [bird banding )',
But in the past few years, a new technique has been developed with more
in common with particle physics than with ornithology.
The problem with bird [banding) is that only a tiny fraction of [banded)
birds are ever recaptured. This new technique can potentially determine
where any bird~~[banded] or otherwise -- has come from. Called 'stable-
isotope analysis', it detects unique variations in minute quantities of
chemicals -- stable isotopes -- present in a small feather sample. Stable
isotopes occur naturally everywhere, but they are unevenly distributed.
Some areas of a country will have more of one sort and less of another;
every area has its own unique signature of isotopes. Birds and other
animals build this unique signature into tissues such as feathers as they
feed and grow. If they leave, they'll carry the unique isotope signature
with them, sealed into their tissues.
The unique isotope signature in a feather is read using an instrument
called a 'mass spectrometer'. The signature can be matched to a known
map of the isotope distributions over the Earth's surface, indicating
where the bird was when it grew the feather.
Scientists can also use the method to find out what birds have been
eating. The technique is being heralded as the beginning of a new era in
the study of animal ecology.
£ran an articleby Rob McCall in BEe WIIDLIFE,Vol. 22, No.3, Mrrch 2004

EASTERN
GARTER
SNAKE
on bird-bath,
Highland
Creek
drawing
by Diana
Banville,
based on a
photo by
Karin
Fawthrop

Aug. 30, 1999



IN THE NEWS (cont'd)

SOME FLOWERS ARE THE BEE'S KNEES
Flowers with their petals arranged in one way -- like snapdragons, foxgloves
or orchids -- appear in more botanically different varieties or species
than flowers with petals in different arrangements -- like buttercups,
clematis or roses.
Many different insects can pollinate flowers like buttercups or roses
because they're radially symmetrical; the petals are evenly spaced around
the flower centre. So, a honeybee, moth or bumblebee can fly in from any
direction to pick up or drop off pollen. By contrast, snapdragons and
orchids are bilaterally symmetrical, meaning their petals are arranged in
such a way that the pollinator is limited to just one specific flight path
coming in. This means that the pollen from that flower rubs off in just
one place on the bee, and in the same place every time. When that particular
bee visits another snapdragon, the pollen from its earlier visit will be at
just the right spot to transfer to that flower's stigma, aChieving a
successful pollination that produces seeds to keep the species going.
Such specialist pollination increases the prospects of survival because
these flowers are less likely to receive pollen from an incompatible plant
or to hav$ their own pollen transferred to incompatible stigma. This
bilateral symmetry should boost the chance for reproductive isolation and,
in turn, for the development of new species. For flowers, as for other
organisms, a profusion of species is generally considered a good survival
strategy, reducing the risk that the entire family could be wiped out. Orchids
should be around for a long time, it seems, but cherish those buttercups while
you can.

franan articleby Peter Calamai,in TI-IE 'IORCN'IDSTAR,~Brch 6, 2004

LAKE OPEONGO
Paddling Lake Opeongo, beneath the blue Algonquin sky
Ravens are soaring above us, together God, you and I
Together God, you and I
More than a mile to Happy Isle, Canoe and packs up on our backs
Hiking through Pine and Juniper, followed by a Whisky Jack
Bridge:
We glide along as we sing our song, just like the voyageurs
of days gone by
Darkness reveals the universe.
Scatter my aahas on Canada and
For eternity I'll stay

The wolves are howling far away
for eternity I'll stay

Song lyrics by Roger Powley
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd)

SWIFTS FLY AT 10,000 ft .,STEER IN SLEEP, STUDY FINDS
Swifts routinely fly at 10,000 feet during the night, around 4,000 ft.

higher than previously thought. Swifts are also able to navigate through
different wind speeds while sleeping, automatically adjusting their flight
to stay on a specific course.
A specialist in bird migration in Sweden used a tracking radar to study the
habits of 225 birds over different one-hour periods. He found the birds
flew at different altitudes according to the weather -- flying in higher
and cooler air in summertime. The first comprehensive scientific evidence
that swifts attain heights of 10,000 ft. means they fly at the same
altitudes as many small private planes.
Swifts also adapt their orientation to avoid drifting during their
nocturnal flights. The birds are therefore able to judge their position
in relation to the wind, not in relation to ground-level landmarks as
previously believed. The remarkable thing is that they do all this while
flying through the night and sleeping on the wing at these very high
alti tudes.
Several d'ifferent studies have shown through physiological experiments
that birds do shut down half their brains at nighttime. It is more
difficult for a bird to orient itself at that altitude because it is not
aided by landmarks, but from an aerodynamic point of view , there is less
turbulence at that height. Also the birds are above the reach of predators.
frem an articleby ElizabethDay, in THE NATIONALrosr,March 15,2004

RACCOONS IN EUROPE
Raccoons, released in Germany in 1934 have become so successful that
authorities reported there are now more than a million in Germany alone.
The first pair were released at Kassel, in the wooded hill country north
of Frankfurt, where there are now 100 raccoons per square kilometre --
comparable to densities in North America.
frcxn S<XIALSIUDIESby MichaelKesterton,in 'IREGIDBEAND l'>1AIL,March 12, 2004

BIRDS' LIFE SPANS
According to a report from London, a recently recaptured Atlantic puffin
may be a candidate for the world's oldest living wild bird at 52 years
of age. The puffin was first captured in 1957 and was thought to be six
years old at the time. (The oldest free-living bird is a royal albatross
at age 58.) Mortality in small birds is quite high. Perhaps 20 to 30
per cent of young birds reach adulthood. Once a North American songbird
-survives to adulthood, however, it has an average life span of two to
five years •••• Some birds outliv~ their kin by as much as 10 times the
normal life span.
fran 9XIAL SIUDIESby MichaelKesterton,in 'IREGIDBEAND l\1AIL,March 4, 2004
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd)

DO NOT FEED THE COYOTES; LET THEM LIVE THEIR OWN LIVES
Recently, Toronto city council passed a bylaw amendment regarding the use
of firearms in the former municipalities of East York, Etobicoke, Toronto
and Scarborough. The idea behind the bylaw is that a certified wildlife
trapper, equipped with the proper knowledge be contracted, if necessary,
should an animal become dangerous within city limits. The bylaw was
brought about by a rare occurrence of a coyote attack.
Last year, during the spring and summer, a coyote in G. Ross Lord Park
"posed a significant threat to the safety of park users." It was
determined that the only safe and effective means of removing the coyote
was to have it shot by a contracted agent of the city, but the bylaws in
those former municipalities did not allow for such an option. This bylaw
amendment permits the use of guns when faced with a dangerous animal.
Animal experts are quick to point out that in an urban setting it is
important for wildlife and residents to live together so that they
pursue their own natural cycles. In the case of a coyote, in attempting
to feed them,you change their natural behaviour. Coyotes, as a rule, are
fearful and wary of humans and stay away for the most part. When one
begins feeding them, they change that relationship and, in a sense, cause
the animals to be braver than they ought to be.
Coyotes are not nat-ive to Ontario, only really migrating to the province
more than two decades ago, and it's only really been in the last 15 years
that sightings have been reported in Toronto. Originally, coyotes ranged
primarily in the northwest corner of the U.S., but have adapted readily to
the changes causedby human occupation and, in the past 200 years, steadily
extending their range. The coyote is now found throughout North America
from eastern Alaska to New England and south through Mexico to Panama.
The coyote is a member of the dog family. In size and shape it is built
like a medium-sized collie, but its tail is round and bushy and is carried
straight out below the level of its back.
If you feed them during a harsh winter because you're afraid they'll starve,
and if you get them past that hard time, what you're actually doing is
hurting the prey base because you're giving an artificial boost to the
pred ar.or that you are not giving to woodchucks and cottontails, which are
their prey, so they're given an advantage and there is no net decrease in
suffering. Typically the coyote feeds on small animals and is active
particularly at dusk and dawn. We have to let them maintain their natural
behaviour, otherwise we won't be able to live with them in peace.
fran an articleby Ken Shular, in the 'IDVN CRIER,March, 2<Xl4

The way the wolf moves
(Compared to familiar dog)
Is full of purpose.

haiku by Diana Banville
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A DIFFERENT TAKE ON WHY SOME FROGS ARE DISAPPEARING
The worldwide decline in frogs and other amphibians has been well
documented, though the reasons for it are less clear. Scientists have
suggested many possible factors, including climate change, disease and
increased exposure to ultraviolet radiation and pesticides.
But for some species, a major reason could simply be that they are being
eaten - by predators introduced into their habitat. A researcher has
shown this to be the case for a frog in the Sierra Nevadas. Rainbow and
brook trout, introduced over the last cattmy for sport fishing,are
largely responsible for the decline of the mountain yellow legged frog.
franthe 'IRE'KRONI'O STAR,May 22, 2004

ALBERTA MUSHROOM LOVERS PICK THREE FUNGI TO VIE FOR HONOUR

The Edmonton Mycological Society, a group of fungi enthusiasts, has chosen
three forest-floor finalists in the election to be Alberta's official
mushroom. The three finalists are oyster mushroom, an off-white fungus
resembling the sea creature; the coral tooth fungus, a distinctive bright
white organism with hundreds of tiny fingers that feels like cauliflower
when touched; and the red cap mushroom, with its long white stem and
spongy round top that can be any shade from red to brown to orange.

extractedfranan articlein NATICNALrosr, August28, 2004

SNAKE WI SDOM

Whether it's a non-venomous or a venomous snake, "no one ever gets bitten
by leaving a snake alone".

extractedfranan articleby MichaelKesterton,in 'IREGIDBEAND MAIL,August 19, 2004

DISTRESSED FISH

When fish are rapidly brought to the surface from the deep, they experience
the equivalent of the bends, just like humans. For instance, smallmouth
bass brought up by a hook from as little as five metres of wa.ter are like
human divers being yanked up from the deep: their bodies don "t have time
to adapt.

extractedfranan articleby MichaelKesterton,in 'IREGIDBEAND MAIL,July 16, 2004

MUNOH!

Hairy woodpeckers have arrived in large numbers in the Windsor area as
part of nature's response to the presence of the emerald ash borers.

extractedfranan articleby Bob Burtt,in '!HEKI'TCHENER-wA'I'ERUX)REX:UID, April 17, 2004
1>
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RUN, BAMBI, RUN: ONTARIO EXPANDS HUNT

White-tailed deer are abundant in many parts of their Ontario range.
Easily available food, mild winters, and the ability to adapt to human
encroachment have allowed them to flourish. As a result, much of Ontario
is rich in deer-hunting opportunities.
In ~rrr Ontario there are a lot of areas that aren't hunted, whether
they be private lands or public lands where hunting isn't permitted. They
become refuges for the deer

The Ontario government has created a special deer hunt to reduce
overpopulation problems that are plaguing farmers and motorists.
The special hunt could see an extra 10,000 deer killed in addition to the
more than 50,000 that are brought down by hunters every fall
The Niagara area, Lanark and other counties between Ottawa and the
St.Lawrence River, and parts of Western Ontario near London are
experiencing the worst problems.

The deer population has quadrupled to 400,000 from 100,000 over the past
20 years in Ontario
Deer have adapted well to farm country because it tends to combine open
fields with stands of trees and bush for cover. The deer can start mating
as early as two years of age and, when healthy, can have two or three
offspring at a time. They have a life span of 15 to 20 years
from an article by Richard Mackie
in THE GLOFE AND MAIL, August 9, 2004

THE MOUNTING WILDLIFE DEATH TOLL
Local wildlife losses on roads can be enormous. A four-year Ontar~o study
confirmed more than 32,000 animals died on a single 3.6-kilometre stretch
of roadway. In another instance involving a 3.2-kilometre section, more
than 10,000 garter snakes were killed in one year. It is thought that
15 to 30 per cent of Ontario'S snapping turtles succumb to vehicles each
year.
fran an articleby Rol::ertAlisonin the 'TORCNIO SI'AR, May 22,2004

Ecological restoration is about making damaged ecosystems whole
again by arresting invasive and wee~y species, reintroducing
missing plants and animals to create an intact web of life,
understanding the changing historical conditions that led to
present conditions, creating or rebuilding soils, eliminating
hazardous substances, r~ppipg up roads, and returning natural
processes such as fire and flooding to places that thrive on
these regular pulses.
franNA'lUREBY DESIGNby Eric Higgs,The MIT Press, 2003
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd)

TOWNS IN DOWN UNDER TAKE ON THE PLASTIC BAG
An increasing number of Australian towns are outlawing plastic bags.
Shoppers around the world use tens of billions of plastic bags every year.
Environmentalists say normal plastic bags can take up to 1,000 years to
disintegrate, although industry groups argue the bags make up only a small
percentage of global litter. But environmentalists say the growing
problem posed by plastic bag pollution can no longer be ignored.
We've had plastic bags since the 1960's and initially they seemed like a
great idea, lightweight, low energy~ to make them. Then, the dead
animals started washing up on the beaches.
Simple consumer education is one of the most effective methods, with
Australian supermarkets reporting a dramatic rise in fabric bag sales as
an intensive campaign to urge customers to shun plastic begins to catch
on.

franan articleby Sophi,e Hares,'IororrtoStar,August 7, 2004

REASONS FOR A STRONG PESTICIDE BYLAW
Scientists have noticed links between our exposure to pesticides and
health problems, particularly reproductive and neurological damage.
Children are usually more sensitive to harm than adults. Pesticides also
wash off our lawns and gardens into the Don and Humber Rivers, which lead
to Lake Ontario - the source of our drinking water.
Pesticides are poisons used to kill plants, insects and plant diseases.
Herbicides (which kill plants), insecticides (which kill insects) and
fungicides (which kill fungi) are all types of pesticides.
franan articleby Jane Pitfield,TcMn CrierMidtavn,May 2004

FIELD GUIDES
My bookshelf includes the occasional scientific field guide, yet
I do not plan to wean myself from more popularly accessible works
anytime soon. Color plates hold too many advantages for me. Not
the least of these is that in a frequently referenced guide, the
order of the plates and often the placement and appearance of the
flowers on a page become second nature. I may never have
identified a particular species before, but I will have seen its
photograph countless times while searching my guidebook for other
flowers. If I eventually ecounter it in the field I can usually

.visualize its approximate location among the color plates, and if
lucky, sometimes even recall the name that appears under its
photograph.
frcrnLAKE EE"F'OCI': AIDN:;SUPERIffiI S SI-la<Eby E. Alin, Universityof Minnesota
Press, 2003

o
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THE WEATHER (THIS TIME LAST YEAR)
October 2003, Toronto
October was an active month that ended up being close to the long-term
average
drier.
downtown
under 50

in its weather conditions but perhaps fractionally cooler and
The monthly mean was 9.loC at Pearson Airport and 10~0°C
(normals 8.9°C and 10.6°C respectively). Rainfall was just
mm, so about 15 mm beiow normal.

However, all this apparent normality masks a large amplitude in
temperatures. October began with exceptionally cold weather, with
snowflurries on the morning of Octobe~ 2nd. In some localities, this
was the coldest spell so early in the fall since 1974. A few days later
there came a major warm-up with temperatures in the 20°Cs from October
8-11; peaking at 26°C en October 8 at Pearson Airport •. After a more-or-
less wet transitional period, the time from October 16-29 was generally
cool and cloudy aside from a brief warm-up on the afternoon of October
20. Finally, Halloween brought a return to summer-like 20°C temperatures
away from the lake influence.

Although changeable, October showed more normal autumn-like behaviour this
year, with leaves turning colour and dropping at about the regular time
(second week of the month). The colour display was above average.
(Recall that in 2002, leaves stayed green into late October and dropped
off only with frost. There was virtually no fall colour).

Gavin Miller a
PURPLE-
FLOWERING
RASPBERRY

Toronto
Zoo
July 1,
2000



COMING EVENTS
Toronto Ornithological Club - Jim Baillie Memorial Bird Walks - aimed at

the intermediate birder, but beginners are welcome. Free.
• Sat. Oct. 9 at 8 am (all day) with Herb Elliott for late migration

at the Toronto Islands. Meet at the ferry docks at the foot of Bay St.
to catch the 8:15 am ferry to Hanlan's Point. Bring a lunch.
NEXT TOC WALK IS IN DECEMBER.

Toronto Entomologists' Association meeting
• Oct. 23 with Gard Otis speaking about the emerald ash borer.
Call 905-727-6993 for more information.

Mycological Society of Toronto meeting
• Monday, Oct. 18 at 7:45 pm at the Toronto Botanical Garden auditorium
Call 416-444-9053 for more information.

Rouge Valley Conservation Centre
• Oct. 10 - guided theme walk beginning at 1:30 pm from the Pearse House
e Oct. 28 - Nature Photography evening beginning at 7:30 pm at the

Pearse House. Call 416-282-8265 for more details.

The Market Gallery current exhibition
• Oct. 2 to Jan. 30 - Reconnecting with the Don : Balancing the Valley

:95 Front St. East; Wed. to Fri.: 10 am to 4 pm, Sat: 9 am to 4 pm,
Sundays: 12 noon to 4 pm. Free. Call 416-392-7604 for more details.

Carolinian Canada - Thinking Big, Wild Ideas: 20th Anniversary Celebration
~ Oct. 1-2 at Port Franks Wetlands and Forested Dunes. Event includes

a conference, field trips, banquet and more. For registration and
event information contact Michelle Kanter (519-433-7077) or
Mary Simpson (519-318-1074).

Toronto Reference Library - TD Gallery
• Oct. 2 to Dec. 31 - Frozen Ocean: Search for the North-West Passage,

an exhibition of original material from the library's collection.
(789 Yonge St. just north of Bloor St.)

S. Walter Stewart Library -
• paintings by Gail Gregory (TFN member) will be on display for the

month of October. (170 Memorial Park Ave.)

Royal Canadian Institute - Sunday afternoon lectures at 3 ~m - free
• Oct. 17 - T.he Barcode of Life
• Oct. 24 - The Origin and Evolution of Galaxies
• Oct. 31 - Let There Be'Light: The Canadian Light Source

Talks are at the ~edica1 Sciences Building, 1 King's College Circle.
For further information call 416-977-2983.

Friends of Don East
• Sun. Oct. 17 from 9 am to 12 noon - free bus & walking tour of Taylor Cr.

Call 416-657-2800 to register.
t>



COMING EVENTS (cont'd)

Ian Wheal heritage walks
• Sat. Oct. 23 at 1:30 pm - Rosedale - Meet at the Castle Frank subway

station.
• Sat. Oct. 30 at 1:30 pm - Military ~heatre in Toronto - Meet at the

southeast corner of Spadina Ave. and Wellington Ave. West.

Royal Ontario Museum
• Sunday, Oct. 24 - The Grand Saga of the:,lMdnarchButterfly, an illustrated

talk by Professor Lincoln Brower, the world's foremost authority on the
monarch butterfly,and Jose Luis Alvarez, founder of the La Cruz
Habitat Protection Project in Mexico.
Tickets available at the museum box office.

"MANITOBA
MAPLE at
CRAIGLEIGH
GARDENS"
pen-and-ink
site
drawing
by

MILLER

2002

The present and near future could get downright depressing if it
weren't for nature.
fran WINI'ERGREEN:RAMBLESrn A RAVAGEDlAND by R.M. Pyle,CharlesScri1::ner'sSons,

N.Y. 1986
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